Spontaneous firing in C-fibers and increased mechanical sensitivity in A-fibers of knee joint-associated mechanoreceptive primary afferent neurones during MIA-induced osteoarthritis in the rat.
Osteoarthritis (OA) pain mechanisms are poorly understood. We used the monosodium iodoacetate (MIA) model of knee OA to characterize changes in excitability during the course of OA in different classes of mechanosensitive afferents projecting to joint-associated tissues, and examine whether these afferent responses and pain behavior are correlated. Rats were injected intra-articularly with MIA (1mg in 50 μl). Hind-limb weight bearing was studied 3 (MIA3) and 14 (MIA14) days after MIA, followed by deep anesthesia and teased-nerve-fiber recordings. Spontaneous activity (SA) and mechanically evoked responses of A- and C-mechanosensitive fibers (AM and CM respectively, probably nociceptive) innervating tissues associated with the ipsilateral knee joint were examined. MIA3 and MIA14 rats exhibited reduced ipsilateral weight bearing. SA (>0.02 impulses/s) occurred in ∼50% of CMs from MIA rats vs 0% in normals. SA firing rates in CMs were significantly higher than normal; decreased weight bearing was correlated with increased CM SA rates. Neither percentages of AMs with SA (20%) nor their firing rates (0-0.01 impulses/s) significantly increased after MIA. In contrast, in MIA rats AMs, but not CMs, exhibited decreased mechanical thresholds and increased firing rates in response to suprathreshold mechanical stimulation. These findings of increased SA firing rate in CMs but not AMs and increased mechanical sensitivity of AMs, but not CMs, have not previously been reported. These are two distinct important physiological mechanisms that may underpin spontaneous pain (CMs) and stimulus-evoked pain (AMs) in OA. Our data contribute to a mechanism-based understanding of OA pain.